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N
ext generation materials will be dis-
tinguished by their ability to adapt
in novel ways both on demand and

to environmental cues to perform impor-
tant functions. The ability of materials to
carry out molecular recognition, autono-
mous sensing and reporting, and to change
properties when needed, all require that
intrinsic building blocks be able to reconfi-
gure from one structure to another. While
adaptability is ubiquitous in biological sys-
tems, few if any examples of this ability can
be found in traditional synthetic materials.
For instance, it is well-known that proteins,
the basic building blocks of biology, are the
canonical switchable particle with a config-
uration that is entirely dependent upon
solvent pH, the presence of ligands, and
the presence of other proteins. Numerous
studies have recently been conducted in
attempts to mimic such protein-like switch-
ability in nano- andmicroscale systems with
implications to adaptive, functional materi-
als. An interesting model of switchable self-
assembling objects was developed recently
by Bishop et al.1 They studied the formation
of hexamers of triangular robotic pucks,
which are able to move on an air hockey
table and detach from/attach to other
pucks. Klavins et al. utilized this model to
demonstrate how switchable components
can be used to direct the assembly of a
target structure.2

Today's materials are primarily static:
once formed they retain the same structure
throughout their lifetime, aside from aging,
fatigue, corrosion and other deleterious ef-
fects. Shape memory alloys remember their
original shape and after deformation can
return to it through rearrangement of the
constituent atoms via heating. Only recent-
ly have techniques become available to
consider the synthesis and fabrication of
dynamically switchable nanoparticle-based
materials, that is, materials whose structure
can dynamically reconfigure between two
or more states through controlled changes

of the nanoparticle itself. Materials self-
assembled from shape-changing building
blocks could be among the first experimen-
tally realized materials in this class. For
example, experiments have shown that col-
loidal gold nanorods can be shortened or
shifted to other shapes such as spheres,
bent, twisted, or φ-shaped by using laser
pulses with different wavelengths and
widths.3�5 As the colloidal particles change
shape from rodlike to spherical, their pack-
ing pattern transforms from nematic to
triangular lattices accordingly.3�5 The trans-
formations, however, were irreversible. Kim
et al. reported thermally responsive capsule
structures with 25 nm diameter pores on
the shell formed by hierarchical self-assem-
bly of double tethered rod amphiphiles.
Upon heating or cooling, the hydrophilic
oligo-(ethylene oxide) coils at one end of
the rods shrink or expand, respectively,
resulting in a reversible closed/open gating
motion of the nanopores.6 They also de-
monstrated a reversible transformation be-
tween two-dimensional sheets and tubular
structures assembled by laterally grafted
rod amphiphiles upon heating via a similar
mechanism.7 Alternatively, polypeptide-
based block copolymers can also be used
as stimuli responsive building blocks due to
the ability of the polypeptide segments to
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ABSTRACT Reconfigurability of two-dimensional colloidal crystal structures assembled by

anisometric particles capable of changing their shape were studied by molecular dynamics computer

simulation. We show that when particles change shape on cue, the assembled structures reconfigure

into different ordered structures, structures with improved order, or more densely packed disordered

structures, on faster time scales than can be achieved via self-assembly from an initially disordered

arrangement. These results suggest that reconfigurable building blocks can be used to assemble

reconfigurable materials, as well as to assemble structures not possible otherwise, and that shape

shifting could be a promising mechanism to engineer assembly pathways to ordered and disordered

structures.
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adapt various conformations.8�10 Gebhardt et al. de-
monstrated that the polypeptide rod segment in the
poly(butadiene)-poly(L-lysine) block copolymers un-
dergoes an R-helix�coil transition in response to a
change in pH and temperature.10 Yoo et al. synthesized
polymeric particles that are able to switch shape in
response to changes in temperature, pH, and chemical
additives.11 Recent experiments demonstrate that bi-
phasic rods based on poly-(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA) are able to morph into various shapes, for
example, bows, lemons, and “bull heads”, upon heat-
ing one of the polymeric compartments above its glass
transition temperature.12 Given the variety of diverse
nano- and colloidal particle shapes now available,13

fabricating particles from materials that allow a rever-
sible shape change upon application of an external
stimulus, such as a laser pulse, could enable the
assembly of a vast number of reconfigurable materials.
For example, polymeric nanorods comprising an ani-
sotropically cross-linked gel could be made to swell or
contract lengthwise. Other more complex geometry
changes may also be envisioned.14,15

Although the morphology of assembled structures
strongly depends upon the comprising building block
shape,16�20 little is known regarding the response of
those structures as the building blocks change shape.
Batista et al. studied the crystalline packing of deform-
able spherical colloids.21 The model spherical particle
can continuously change shape into prolate or oblate
ellipsoids, allowing for higher packing fractions than
hard spheres in a fixed volume. Furthermore, the
system was shown to undergo a second transition to
an orientationally ordered crystal upon shape shifting.
Recently, Zhang and co-workers demonstrated that a
simple cubic lattice of palladium nanocubes coated by

dodecanethiol ligands in toluene, a poor solvent for
the ligands, transforms into a rhombohedral lattice
upon solvent evaporation. Shifting of the nanoparticle
shape from cuboid to ellipsoid was attributed to the
swelling ligands as the solvent concentration de-
creased during evaporation.22 In a previous study, we
showed that when rod segments of oligomer-tethered
nanorods are abruptly shortened or lengthened, the
assembled structure reconfigures between a rectan-
gular grid and bilayer sheets.23 We also found that the
reversible transformation between these two struc-
tures completes substantially faster than self-assembly
due to their common substructure, that is, the bilayer
ribbons.23 These seminal results clearly suggest the
potential power of shape-changing building blocks for
reconfigurable materials.
Here we seek to develop an intuitive framework for

investigating assemblies of nano- and microbuilding
blocks whose shape can be dynamically shifted using
external stimuli. Using a phenomenological model of
attractive rigid particles that can transform on cue into
predefined shapes (Figure 1) during a Brownian dy-
namics simulation, we study a set of switching scenar-
ios to elucidate the relationship between shape-
shifting building blocks, assembly of target structures,
and structural reconfigurability among target struc-
tures. For illustrative purposes, we restrict our studies
here to assemblies of particles in two dimensions; our
simulation framework can be easily extended to 3-D
systems, as illustrated in our previous study.23 The
particles are initialized in preassembled, two-dimen-
sional ordered structures (Figure 2), and then uniformly
transformed into different shapes. We demonstrate
that by changing the building block shape (1) free-
energy minimizing structures can be assembled more

Figure 1. Model target shapes for shape-shifting from spheres (or equivalently, circles in 2-D simulations) and from rods.
Convex shapes: (A) square; (B) rhombus; and (C) pentagon. Nonconvex shapes: (D) hockey stickH4; (E) zigzag Z4; (F) zigzag Z5;
(G) L-shaped L4; (H) L-shaped L5; (I) bow-shaped B5, (J) sheared zigzag SZ5; (K) cross-shapedC5; (L) T-shaped T4; (M) Y-shaped
particles Y4; and (N) “bull-head” B8. Shapes I and N are inspired by recent experimental studies on morphing PLGA-based
biphasic rods.12 The trailing number indicates the number of constituent, overlapping spheres (NB) used to model each
particle. Particles are drawn smooth.
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efficiently and with fewer defects than self-assembly
from disordered states; (2) unexpected ordered struc-
tures can emerge; and (3) ordered assemblies can be
reconfigured. These results serve to inspire novel
approaches to the fabrication of adaptive nanomater-
ials as well as to engineering assembly pathways to
structures that are inaccessible via traditional assembly
methods. Because the specific shapes we consider can
be fabricated today, and in some cases (described
herein) shape changing is already possible, the results
presented here are achievable nowand should serve to
motivate experiments on these novel systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The initial ordered configurations are prepared by
performing thermodynamic self-assembly simulations
of spheres or rods either from disordered initial states
or from preordered initial states (see Methods). For the
systems prepared from disordered states, the largest
ordered aggregates are extracted and subsequently
put into a larger simulation box where shape transfor-
mation of the particles is triggered. Our results indicate
that in many cases the shape shifting not only en-
hances the formation of ordered structures from the
target shape particles over their self-assembly from
disordered states, but also allows for the reconfigura-
tion between these ordered structures and their initial
structures. This enables one to design multiple-step
assembly of desired ordered structures, which are
unattainable from conventional assembly methods.
Here we define reconfigured structures as those result-
ing from shifting the particle shape, and self-as-
sembled structures as those formed from isotropic
states by particles in the target shape.

Efficient Assembly. Table 1 shows that when spheres
and rods preassembled in ordered structures are
shifted into other shapes, the target particles form

ordered structures in most cases. For target shapes
that are convex (e.g., squares, rhombuses, and
pentagons), or rodlike (e.g., zigzags Z5 and hockey
sticks H4), or symmetric and branched (e.g., Y-shaped
and cross-shaped particles), the preordered structures
reconfigure to ordered structures that are predictable
for particles of that shape (Figure 3). In contrast, when
these particles self-assemble from initially disordered,
low density states, many are prone to falling into
kinetic traps, resulting in a small correlation length of
the ordered domains. To avoid such kinetic traps, the
system should be slowly cooled and/or compressed as
in experiments and conventional self-assembly simu-
lations, and even then kinetic traps may be unavoid-
able, especially for those particles with steric
anisotropy. Meanwhile, the rearrangement of particles
from preordered configurations as they transform to
target shapes allows for the formation of ordered
domains with correlation lengths comparable to that
of the initial configurations.

For example, when spheres in a triangular lattice
morph into squares, their hexagonally packed nearest
neighbors help maintain the close-packing of the
lattice while the square shape guides the packing into
a rectangular lattice (Figure 3A). Similarly, the rhom-
buses transformed from either spheres or rods form
the same crystalline structure (Figure 3B), as do penta-
gons (Figure 3C). Likewise, when cross-shaped parti-
cles are either grown from spheres or transformed
from rods, they easily interleave with their neighbors
(Figure 3D). The local ordering of the reconfigured
structures for these target shapes is identical regard-
less of the initial particles and configurations. T-shaped
particles, however, are an exception due to their
asymmetry. It should be noted that in certain cases
the packing pattern of reconfigured structures is lar-
gely driven by the “bumpiness” of our model particles
(see the Methods section), for example, for squares
(Figure 3A) and rhombus particles (Figure 3B). For other
cases, the “bumpy” particles are able to pack into
similar patterns to those predicted for smooth hard
particles (Figure 3C�F). Interestingly, the pentagons
(Figure 3C) exhibit a similar crystalline ordering ob-
served in hard pentagon systems.24

Rodlike particles such as hockey sticks, zigzags, and
L-shaped particles rarely assemble into long-range
ordered structures from initially disordered states

Figure 2. Preordered structures: (A) spheres preordered in
triangular lattices obtained from self-assembly (left) and
from artificially initializing (right). (B) rods preordered in a
smectic-like structure. Rods are drawn as smooth for visual
clarity.

TABLE 1. Resulting Structures from Shifting Spheres and

Rods

target shape

initial shape (initial ordered structure) convex rodlike branched

spheres (triangular lattice) ordered disordered ordered*

rods (smectic structure) ordered ordered ordered*

* Except T-shaped particles.
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because of their steric anisotropy. For these rodlike
particles to reach their thermodynamically stable state,
they typically need to be driven by an external field, or
gradually annealedwith a significant amount of time to
relax into ordered structures, and even then kinetic
traps may be unavoidable in practice. However, when
these anisotropic particles are transformed from pre-
ordered rods, which are geometrically similar and easy
to order via self-assembly, the ordered structures we
desire from self-assembly emerge spontaneously. For
example, when hockey sticks H4 and sheared zigzags
SZ5 result from “bending” preordered rods, the pre-
sence of initial smectic layers guides the particles to
nest with their adjacent neighbors in the same layer,
leading to polar smectic structures (Figure 3D and 3E).
As a result, crystalline structures can emerge without
any change in thermodynamic parameters like pres-
sure or temperature.

We employ the general shape-matching algorithm
developed by Keys et al.25 to compare the resulted
structures from shape transformation/reconfiguration
and those from self-assembly with corresponding
target shapes (see the Methods section). Figure 3G
shows the order parameter of pentagons, hockey
sticks, and Y-shaped particles, representative of convex,

rodlike, and nonconvex shapes, as functions of inverse
temperature, or equivalently, the attraction strength
between the particles. We found that for nonconvex
target shapes (including rodlike shapes) the transition
into ordered structures was much sharper as they
underwent shape transformation than it was for self-
assembly. At higher temperatures, the difference be-
tween reconfigured and self-assembled structures is
insignificant because the systems are all in isotropic
states. At low temperatures, self-assembled structures
from Y-shaped particles, hockey sticks (1/T* > 1.2) and
pentagons (1/T* > 2.0 or T* < 0.5) suffer from kinetic
traps, and hence have more defects than the counter-
part structures generated from shape-shifting. From
Figure 3G, we identify a critical temperature, 1/T* = 1.2
for nonconvex shapes and 1/T* = 2.0 for convex shapes,
in our model system, below which the shape-shifting
induced reconfiguration is advantageous over self-
assembly from disordered states with longer-range
ordering and shorter relaxation times.

When rodlike particles such as hockey sticks, zig-
zags, and L-shaped particles are grown from spheres,
the resulting structures do not exhibit smectic-like
ordering as they did when transformed from rods
(Figure 4). This is because the directionality inherent

Figure 3. Ordered structures by shifting particle shape from (A) sphere to square; (B) rod to rhombus; (C) sphere to pentagon;
(D) sphere to cross; (E) rod to sheared zigzag SZ5 and (F) rod to hockey H4. Snapshots are taken from systems of NP = 225
particles. (G) Comparison between reconfigured and self-assembled structures using shape-matching order parameters at
different inverse temperatures for three different target particle shapes. Particles aggregate when 1/T* > 1.2. The self-
assembled structures are obtained from a fast quench from disordered states. The error bars, which are smaller than the
symbols, are standard deviations from the mean value measured from 20 independent samples. Particles are drawn as
smooth for visual clarity.
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to the triangular lattice of spheres does not favor the
smectic ordering present in rod layers. Here, the only
visual difference between reconfigured and self-
assembled structures is the local packing density of
particles. For some representative nonconvex shapes
(Figure 4A�F), the local density of reconfigured struc-
tures is remarkably higher than that in self-assembled
structures at T* = 0.2, again due to the initial close-
packed configuration (Figure 4G). These results sug-
gest that for nonconvex shapes, particularly those with
highly anisotropic geometry, choosing a good candi-
date for the initial shape and preordered configuration,
for example, with favorable directionality, is crucial to
stabilizing final ordered structures.

Inspired by recent experiments in which submic-
rometer-sized biphasic rods of poly-(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA) can be bent into bows or morphed into
“bull-head” shapes as the temperature is raised above
the glass transition of one of the two polymeric
components,12 we perform simulations to predict the
behavior of different rod assemblies under such shape
transformations. From the experimental data,12 it is
reasonable to assume that the attractions between the
compartments from different rods (yellow�yellow,
blue�blue, and blue�yellow) are equally strong.When

the bow-shaped particles self-assemble, the resulting
structure is disordered (Figure 5A) and trapped in a
kinetically arrested state. Meanwhile, a smectic struc-
ture preassembled by rods reconfigures into another
smectic structure when the rods bend on cue into
bows (Figure 5B). In this case, the reconfigured struc-
ture is more preferred than the self-assembled coun-
terpart both energetically and entropically at the same
temperature (T* = 0.2).

Likewise, when the rods are transformed to “bull-
head” shapes, the reconfigured structure is more or-
dered than its self-assembled counterpart at the same
temperature (Figure 5C,D). The ordered structures
cannot be attained via our self-assembly simulations
even with a slow cooling schedule due to the highly
concave geometry of the particles, which causes ex-
treme steric traps. This example, again, illustrates how
shape shifting allows for more efficient assembly than
the traditional self-assembly procedure.

Pathways to Unexpected Ordered Structures. Although
ordered crystals of convex shape particles can be
achieved via self-assembly, those of nonconvex parti-
cles aremore challenging because of steric restrictions,
or are prone to kinetic traps and prohibited by many
competing local energy minima. We have previously

Figure 4. Disordered structures obtained from transforming spheres into (A) L-shaped L4; (B) L-shaped L5; (C) zigzags Z4;
(D) zigzags Z5; (E) hockey sticks H4; and (F) T-shaped particles. Particles are drawn as smooth for visual clarity. Snapshots are
taken from systems ofNP = 225 particles. (G) Comparison between reconfigured and self-assembled structures in terms of the
average local number density (F =N/F, whereN is the number of beads and F = 4πr2 is the circular area surrounding any given
particlewithin a distance r, averagedover thewhole sample). Particles aggregate for 1/T* > 1.2. The self-assembled structures
are obtained from an instantaneous quench from disordered states. The error bars are standard deviations from the mean
value measured from 20 samples.
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developed an efficient hierarchical method, bottom-
up building block assembly (BUBBA), to predict both
energy-minimizing26 and free-energy minimizing27

structures resulting from the self-assembly of a given
set of building blocks. Our self-assembly simulations
show that at nonzero temperature, nonconvex shape
particles such as L-shaped L4 and L5, hockey sticks,
zigzags, T-shaped, cross-shaped, and Y-shaped parti-
cles nucleate into precursors of several energy mini-
mum structures as predicted by BUBBA (Figure 6), yet
the overall systems are disordered and kinetically
trapped. We then attempt to obtain the BUBBA-pre-
dicted motifs by transforming preassembled spheres
and rods into the target shapes. In most cases, the
BUBBA-predicted motifs form with a much longer
correlation length as compared to those obtained by
self-assembly (Figure 6). For instance, the zigzags Z4
and Z5 pack into the BUBBA-predicted energy-mini-
mizing structure when transformed from rods
(Figure 6A,B). For hockey sticks H4 (Figure 6C), BUBBA
predicts that the energy minimizing structure contains
a mixture of mirror-image motifs, which are energeti-
cally identical, suggesting that the assembled structure
is likely to be a racemic, kinetically trapped mixture of
the two-types of domains. By shifting preassembled
rods to hockey sticks, the reconfigured structure at-
tains a uniform handedness. Figure 6D shows that the
target structure for Y-shaped particles can be achieved
from transforming either preassembled spheres or
preassembled rods. We observe certain exceptions:
the L-shaped particles obtained by “bending” the rods
form close-packed (Figure 5E) and porous ordered
patterns (Figure 6F) depending on the length ratio of
the branches, L4 or L5, respectively. Both structures have
higher potential energies than their BUBBA-predicted

counterparts, indicative of kinetically trapped config-
urations; however, they are stable and reproducible in
our simulations. Similar to hockey sticks, the L-shaped
particles exhibit a uniform handedness in the reconfi-
gured structure, which is not observed in the self-
assembly simulations. The porosity in the structure
formed by L-shaped particles L5 results from the
particle roughness, with spherical beads attempting
to pack efficiently with their neighbors. We find that by
judiciously shifting the building block geometry, it is
possible to achieve desired ordered structures that are
inaccessible to traditional assembly methods.

To assess the relative thermodynamic stability of
crystalline structures obtained through reconfigura-
tion, we compare the free energy difference between
energy minimizing structures predicted by BUBBA and
the corresponding reconfigured structures for several
shapes (see the Methods section). As shown in
Figure 6G, the difference in the free energy of the
reconfigured structures and that of their energy mini-
mizing counterparts is approximately kBT as 0.2 < T* <
0.4. This suggests that the ordered reconfigured struc-
tures are as thermodynamically stable as energy mini-
mizing structures in this temperature range.

For T* > 0.4, the reconfigured structures are remark-
ably less stable than their energy minimizing counter-
parts for L4 (Figure 6G, top) and H4 particles (Figure 6G,
bottom) because the entropy loss due to the particle
ordering in reconfigured structures becomes pro-
nounced at high temperature. In contrast, the differ-
ence in the free energy of the reconfigured structure
from smectic rods and the energyminimizing structure
for L5 particles (Figure 6G, bottom) is within kBT,
indicating that these structures are equally thermody-
namically stable (within statistical error). Our calculations

Figure 5. Simulations with biphasic bows and “bull-head” shapes, inspired by ref 12: (A and C) self-assembled structures at
T* = 0.2; (B and D) reconfigured structures from a smectic structure of rods at T* = 0.2.
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for these particular case studies imply that it is
possible to achieve thermodynamically stable struc-
tures via shape shifting, especially in the low tem-
perature regime, or equivalently, when the attrac-
tion strength between the particles is sufficiently
strong.

Reconfigurability between Ordered Structures. When the
particles in Figure 1 are transformed into spheres the
triangular lattice is always recovered regardless of the
transformation pathway. We find that direct reconfi-
guration between ordered structures is reversible
when the particle shape is shifted between convex
particles such as squares, rhombuses, and pentagons.
For backward transformation to rods from rodlike
particles such as hockey sticks, L-shaped, and zigzags,
the particles should be aligned such that their major
axis is kept consistent with the layer direction
(Figure 7A); otherwise, the resulting rods, though align-
ing with their nearest neighbors, do not exhibit any
long-range ordering (Figure 7B). Reversible reconfi-
gurations are also found for shape shifting between
convex and nonconvex shapes, e.g., between square
and Y-shapes, between hockey sticks and zigzags,
and between pentagons and crosses. The reconfi-
gurability between ordered structures thus enables
us to perform multistep shape shifting based upon
current experimental capabilities. For example, if
rods cannot be transformed into zigzags directly,
we can first transform the rods into hockey sticks,
resulting in a biaxial smectic structure as shown in
Figure 7C (middle). Subsequently, the hockey sticks

may be bent at the longer end, turning into zigzags,
which now form the ordered structure as expected
(Figure 7C (right)).

Shape shifting can either alter the close-packed
packing pattern or toggle between a close-packed
and a porous configuration, which might yield bulk
materials with interesting optical and mechanical
properties. For example, as preassembled spheres
grow into squares and crosses, the initial triangular
lattice is switched to rhombic lattices (Figures 3A and
3D). The P2 symmetry packing is also replaced by a
rhombic packingwhen rods are transformed to hockey
sticks and L-shaped particles; and the patterns simul-
taneously turn from uniaxial to biaxial smectic with an
additional ordering caused by the nested particles. As
another example, Figure 7D shows the pattern recon-
figuration occurring in an example of shape shifting in
series: preassembled rods f squares f Y-shaped
particles Y4 f spheres.

The reconfiguration from a close-packed to a por-
ous morphology can be induced by adjusting the
particle aspect ratio. For example, consider the struc-
tures formed by Y-shaped particles with different
branch lengths (Figure 7E): as the branches are shor-
tened or lengthened, the resulting structures become
close-packed or porous, respectively, reminiscent
of the opening and closing of a membrane. Unlike
the porosity observed with L-shaped particles L5
(Figure 7F), which is caused by the particle bumpiness,
the pore size here is twice as large as a subunit bead
comprising the particle.

Figure 6. Ordered structures obtained by shape shifting and predicted by BUBBA (inset): (A) zigzags Z4; (B) zigzags Z5;
(C) hockey sticks H4; (D) Y-shaped particles Y4; (E) L-shaped particles L4; and (F) L-shaped particles L5. Particles are drawn
as smooth for visual clarity. (G) Free energy difference between energy minimizing structures predicted by BUBBA and
corresponding reconfigured structures in (C) top; (E) middle; and (F) bottom. Error bars are obtained from five independent
samples. In each sample, the free energy difference is averaged over 20 uncorrelated snapshots.
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Of significant practical importance, we find that the
time required for these structures to reconfigure in
response to particle shape change is very short com-
pared to the time required to assemble either structure
from isotropic states. Our simulations show that after
the shape shifting completes, the order�order recon-
figuration completes within 106 time steps, consider-
ably faster than the relaxation time required for self-
assembly from disordered states, which is on the order
of ca. 107�108 time steps. In our simulations, a time
step corresponds to approximately 0.001 ns (see the
Methods section), meaning that the time scale of the
reconfiguration process is in the order of milliseconds.
Analogous phenomena could account for the short
time scales of some biological assemblies, in which
proteins adopt different conformations depending on
their local environment. More complicated pathways
can be further envisioned by shifting into shapes that

easily form ordered structures, for example, spheres
and Y-shaped particles, connecting several ordered
structures. In parallel with this work, we have proposed
a novel methodology to design assembly pathways to
increase the self-assembly propensity of strongly inter-
acting building blocks.27 This methodology can serve
to guide to the multistep, shape-changing induced
reconfigurations en route to engineering pathways for
functional nanostructures.

Shape-Shifting Induced Reconfiguration: A Kinetics-Depen-
dent Process. It is important to address the role of three
crucial factors that help determine the formation of
target structures in most of the cases studied here: the
initial ordered structures, the pathway toward a target
shape, and the transformation rate. The initial ordered
structures, such as a triangular lattice of spheres or a
smectic structure of rods, play an important role in the
ordering of the final structures. Unlike self-assembly

Figure 7. Reconfigurability between ordered structures in sequence: (A) ordered structure obtained when zigzags Z4 are
straightened into rods; (B) disordered structure obtained when zigzags Z4 morph into rods through a convex shape;
(C) a multistep shape-changing transformation from rod-hockey-zigzag Z4; (D) switching between packing patterns in the
sequence of rodf squaref Y-shaped Y4f sphere transformations; and (E) reversible structural morphology change as an
opening-closing effect between spheref Y-shaped Y7 particle with different branch lengths. The shape-shifting pathways
are illustrated by snapshots of intermediate shapes from left to right. The arrows indicate shape-shifting directions.
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from isotropic states, the evolution of the system is
biased toward the target structures by the initial con-
figurations of the original building blocks, and purpo-
sely so. The natural crystalline ordering of spheres and
rods at high densities, which includes the lattice spa-
cing and, in the case of rods, directionality, helps guide
the packing of shape-shifted particles. For example, the
smectic layers of rods allow the transformed hockey
sticks and L-shaped particles to easily pack with ad-
jacent neighbors, leading to biaxial smectic phases
(Figure 3E,F); meanwhile, those grown from spheres
do not exhibit any long-range ordering. When
Y-shaped particles are grown from spheres in a trian-
gular lattice, their three branches are favored to nest
with those coming from their six nearest neighbors to
form the target configuration (Figure 3D). Since
spheres and rods on a flat surface always tend to self-
assemble into a triangular lattice and, at sufficiently
high densities, a smectic-like structure, respectively,
these two ordered structures seem to be reasonable
starting points for shape-shifting processes.

The second factor comes from the pathway to
transform a particle into a nonconvex target shape.
Although, in principle, one can envision various ways
to transform a particle shape into one another; our
results indicate that the pathway can be strategically
selected to optimize long-range ordering in the target
structure. As a general heuristic, particle orientation
relative to neighboring particles should be consistent
with the local packing of the target structure during
transformation. We observe that pathways that do not
satisfy this condition often give rise to disordered
structures (Figure 4), or structures with a shorter range
ordering (Figure 7B), both of which are kinetically
trapped. For example, to form the ordered structure
with zigzags (Figure 6A,B) the rods should be simulta-
neously bent at two ends in opposite directions to
maintain layering. If it is impossible to induce such a
direct transformation between two shapes, a pathway
can be constructed by carrying out multistep shape
transformations as mentioned earlier (cf. Figure 7C).
Nonetheless, we should emphasize that in this study
we have not taken into account any change in the
energy scale along the shape-shifting pathway, which
likely determineswhether the ordering of intermediate
states could be sustained.

The third important factor is the transformation rate
of the particle shape change, which can affect the long-
range ordering, especially of nonconvex target parti-
cles. If the particle transformation time is comparable
to the system's relaxation time, the influence of the
initial ordered structures is significantly reduced. The
system evolves in the same manner as the self-assem-
bly of target particles. If the transformation rate is too
fast, the target particles form locally ordered clusters
with their neighbors, but the system remains disor-
dered on larger length scales because the energy

required to rearrange and register the clusters into a
crystal is much greater than thermal fluctuations. For
example, we observed that a transformation rate of
slower than 10�4σ per time step is required to form the
ordered structure of Y-shaped particles from rods. For
faster rates, the number of defects in the resulted
structures increases and the correlation length de-
creases substantially.

The significance of these three factors demon-
strates that the shape-shifting induced transformation
is highly kinetics-dependent, as one might expect.
Though the resulting structures may be either free-
energy minimizing or kinetically trapped the config-
urations generated via shape shifting are predictable
and reproducible provided that the shape transforma-
tion pathways are well controlled. For convex target
particles such as squares, rhombuses, and pentagons,
we find the dependence of the resulting structures on
the transformation rates and pathways are less signifi-
cant. This is because the convex geometry favors the
(near) tiling of space, and hence the particles tend
toward a close-packed configuration at high densities.
In these cases, the quality of the initial ordered struc-
ture plays an important role in facilitating reconfigura-
tion to a target crystal structure.

CONCLUSION

Although the shape of particles plays a key role in
determining the formation of, and the local packing in,
assembled structures, only recently has the possibility
arisen to dynamically change the shape of particles on
time scales much shorter than required for self-assem-
bly. Because of the large parameter space associated
with designing self-assembling systems, especially
those with shape-changing particles, computer simu-
lations can provide important insight and design heur-
istics to guide experiment. We proposed a framework
to investigate the effects of particle shape shifting on
the self-assembly and reconfigurability of self-as-
sembled structures. The particle model used in this
study is a basic model for a large number of shape-
changing nanoparticles, colloids, gel-based particles,
peptides, and other stimuli-responsive building blocks.
By shifting the particle shape dynamically, we showed
that one can induce reconfiguration between ordered
structures. The resulting structures exhibit longer
range ordering, and achieve it on shorter time scales,
compared to those attained through traditional self-
assembly of the target shape particle. In the examples
studied here, we showed that the initial preassembled
configuration of rods and spheres, the transformation
pathway, and shape-change rate are shown to be
crucial factors to the order�order transition in most
studied cases. We further showed that, in principle, a
pathway to a desired ordered structure, given an initial
ordered structure, can be constructed by performing a
series of shape changing steps; such methods can be
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used to engineer pathways to previously inaccessible
regions of phase space. The reconfigurability of assembled
structures in our model, mimicking that of biological
systems, serves to inspire novel approaches to the
fabrication of next-generation functional nanomaterials.
The models and shape-shifting considerations ex-

plored here may also prove useful in understanding
self-assembly in systems of soft particles where shape

fluctuations, rather than on-cue shape changes, occur
naturally. In such systems, shape fluctuations may
affect the assembly kinetics in ways that could be
explored in analogy with the studies we have pre-
sented. Despite the simplistic shape shifting consid-
ered here, the simulation model and methodology are
applicable to more interesting shape changes in 3D,
which is the focus of future work.

METHODS
Model. We use a generic phenomenological model interact-

ing with empirical pairwise interactions, similar to those com-
monly used to model systems of molecules, nanoparticles, and
colloids.28 Each model particle is composed of NB coarse-
grained spherical beads, frozen into rigid bodies. Here we
extend previous studies16�20 to allow these rigid particles to
transform into various shapes (Figure 1) during simulations by
gradually translating the constituent beads of a particle in the
body-fixed coordinates toward target geometries while keep-
ing them rigidly connected. The particles are transformed at the
same rate along the same path with respect to the particle
body-fixed coordinates. Our model crudely mimics how actual
building blocks might react to environment changes such as
pH, ionic strength, or directional external field. In this minimal
model, we focus mainly on changes in the building block
geometry, assuming that material is conserved, and that
input energy required for the shape-shifting process does
not melt the crystalline structures. Nonconservation of ma-
terial and local energy changes upon transformation can be
included through extensions of our simulation framework for
future investigation.

Figure 2 shows the initial two-dimensional ordered struc-
tures assembled by spheres (Figure 2A) and rods (Figure 2B)
studied in this work. We choose these structures as initial states
since they are ubiquitously observed in experimental assem-
blies of spherical and rodlike particles on a flat interface. For
spherical particles, constituent beads (NB = 4, 5, and 7) are
initially placed on top of each other; meanwhile, for rodlike
particles (NB = 4), the center�center distance between adjacent
beads is equal to the bead diameter, σ. The target shapes shown
in Figure 1 can be divided into two categories: convex (squares,
rhombuses, pentagons) and nonconvex shapes, which include
rodlike (L-shaped, hockey sticks, zigzags, bows) and branched
(cross-shaped, T-shaped, Y-shaped) particles.

In nanoparticle and colloid systems, the effective attraction
between the building blocksmay have energetic origins such as
van der Waals interaction, dipole�dipole interactions, and
hydrogen bonding; or entropic origins such as like-charged
attraction, hydrophobic interactions, and depletion forces de-
pending on solvent and temperature. In our generic model, the
interaction between constituent beads from different particles
is modeled by a site�site 12�6 Lennard-Jones potential, trun-
cated and shifted to zero at the distance of 2.5σ. As such,
the Lennard-Jones well depth ε characterizes the attraction
strength between the constituent beads. The anisotropic nature
of the interaction between particles is thus inherently incorpo-
rated into the particle geometry without any explicit modifica-
tion in the force field. The interaction strength (ε) between
beads is fixed during the shape-shifting process. Since we seek
to understand the role of particle shapes in determining
resulted structures, a sufficiently large value of ε that prevents
the structures from melting is adequate. Here ε > 1.2kBT is
shown to be sufficient to induce the aggregation of particles.
The representative data shown in the Results and Discussion
section are obtained for ε = 4.0kBT, and a transformation rate of
10�5σ every 10 time steps is used unless stated otherwise.
Examples of shape-shifting processes are given in the Support-
ing Information.

We employ the general shape-matching algorithm devel-
oped by Keys et al.25 to compare the resulted structures from
shape transformation and those from self-assembly with corre-
sponding target shapes. The energy minimizing structure in
each case is chosen as the reference structure for shape
matching comparison. Note that the shape descriptor used
for calculating the shape-matching order parameter is deter-
mined based on the characteristic length scale of specific
structures. For example, for smectic structures formed by hock-
ey sticks H4, the characteristic length is approximately the
distance between two adjacent layers. The shape-matching
order parameter S varies in [0.0; 1.0] where S = 1.0 indicates a
perfect match. The time evolutions of S for several shape-
shifting processes are given in the Supporting Information.

Simulation Method. We use Brownian Dynamics, a stochastic
molecular dynamics method to simulate the evolution of an
isothermal system of particles on a two-dimensional surface
with periodic boundary conditions. The implicit solvent mol-
ecules serve as a heat bath for the system by exerting random
forces and drag forces on each spherical bead comprising the
particles. More details on the BD simulation method may be
found in ref 29.

At each time step, the beads in each particle are moved
together as a rigid object. We vary the transformation rate, or
equivalently, the number of time steps to complete the shape
transformation, and perform multiple independent runs to
verify the robustness of our results. After the particles adopt
their target shapes, the simulations run until the structure
reaches an apparently stable state. The system sizes are small
enough to achieve equilibration in a reasonable amount of time
and large enough to avoid finite size effects in the local
structures. A typical simulation consists of NP = 225 particles,
each containing NB = 4, 5, or 7 beads. Since we do not consider
the system at high pressure, this system size is sufficient to
observe regular packing patterns and to avoid finite size effects.

We perform simulations of particles in their target shapes
from disordered states at instantaneous temperature to com-
pare the resulting structures and those obtained from shape
shifting. In these simulations, we attempt to overcome kinetic
traps by frequently annealing the system. Our simulations are
conducted using HOOMD-blue,30 our group's open source
molecular dynamics code optimized for graphics processing
units, and LAMMPS,31 an open sourcemolecular dynamics code
using a LAMMPS extension we developed for this work that
allows three-dimensional rigid bodies to change their geometry
during simulations.

Free-Energy Calculations. To investigate the relative thermo-
dynamic stability of the ordered structures resulting from shape
shifting as compared to those predicted by BUBBA for the target
shapes at a given temperature, we use the lattice-coupling-
expansionmethod32,33 to calculate the excess free energy of the
structures under consideration with respect to their reference
Einstein crystals. We note that relevant free-energy calculation
methods are also mentioned elsewhere.34,35 The potential
energy used for thermodynamic integration in the coupling
stage is33

~U (rNP ,QNP , λ) ¼ U(rNP ,QNP )þ λ ∑
NP

i¼ 1
(kt(ri � ri0)2 þ kr sin2 θi)
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where NP is the number of particles, and kt and kr are the
translational and rotational spring constants, respectively. The
external potential is composed of translational and rotational
terms. The translational term couples the particle center ofmass
with a lattice site. The rotational term biases the particle
orientation toward a preferential direction in the crystal. During
the coupling stage, λ is varied from 0 to 1 to transform from the
original structure to a structure in which the particles are
“tethered” to the lattice sites and their orientation is constrained
to the preferred orientation. θi is the angle of the orientation of
the particle i from its preferred orientation, extracted from the
change in the quaternion from the original orientation: ΔQ =
Q�1Q0 where Q0 and Q are the original and instantaneous
quaternions, respectively. The free-energy change in the cou-
pling stage is given by33

ΔF1 ¼
Z 1

0

D~U
Dλ

� �
λ

dλ ¼
Z 1

0
Æ ∑

NP

i¼ 1
(kt (ri � ri0)2 þ kr sin2 θi)æλdλ

Once the coupling stage is completed, the particles (and their
lattice sites) are moved apart by a box size expansion. During
the expansion stage, the parameter γ is increased from 1
corresponding to the initial box size until the virial vanishes.
The expansion is considered complete when the interaction
virial is effectively zero. The free energy change in the expansion
stage is given by29

ΔF2 ¼
Z ¥

1
Æ ∑

N

i¼ 1
∑
N

j 6¼i

�fij 3 r
0
ijæγ dγ

where rij
0 is the initial separation between two particles i and j.

The excess free energy difference between the original ordered
structure and the Einstein crystal is then determined by the sum
of ΔF1 and ΔF2: ΔF = F � FEin = �(ΔF1 þ ΔF2). During the
coupling and expansion stages, the system is equilibrated at
constant temperature using the Nose�Hoover thermostat. The
ensemble average is performed by averaging over 20 equilibra-
tion snapshots within each step of λ and γ. The free energy of
molecular Einstein crystals, which can be determined analyti-
cally, is identical for different crystals of the same shape.32,33
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